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O

ur demonstrator for the December 18, 2014
meeting was originally to be Steve Schwartz. A
family emergency has called Steve out of town, so he
is unable to appear this month. Ken Poirier, CAT’s
intrepid Program Director, has graciously agreed to
step in at the last minute.
Ken will give a bowl-turning demonstration using a
combination of turning and finishing techniques
learned from Nick Agar and
Jimmy Clewes. He is titling
his demo “Gilt Trip.” (This
should be good!) Thank you
Ken, for stepping up!
Our meeting starts at 6:30
p.m. This will be the official
2014 Annual Meeting,
where we will be conducting
important Club business, including election of 2015 officers and consideration of
proposed amendments to
the Bylaws. Please try to attend!
We will also be having our pre-meeting dinner at Ruby Tuesdays in Leesburg. We begin gathering there
at about 4:45 p.m. for all who care to join us.
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The President’s Page
By Dave Robinson

I

mpatience, Redemption, Happy Accidents & Finding Another Way, Just Some Of The Reasons I Turn.

What is it about woodturning, anyway? You’ve probably heard
that question in one form or another. Why do you like turning so
much? How can you spend all that time and not get bored?
What is it you like about it anyway? These questions usually
come from non-turners, who, of course, just don’t understand.
You understand, and I understand, but have you tried to explain
it to a non-turner? I haven’t had much success at that, so I decided to see if I could write down some answers to those questions. Your mileage may vary,
I remember Stuart Batty answering that question. He said he liked how fast it is. How
a block of wood can be a finished piece, or at least ready to finish, in a matter of
minutes. I can relate to that. With patience not being my strongest characteristic, I
like to get a project finished in one go. It’s the immediate gratification. I’ll admit, I
would have been a good drug addict if I hadn’t found other things to get addicted to. I
just love getting a 20-pound blank on the lathe, and in a few minutes with a sharp
gouge, there are 15 pounds of shavings on the floor and a new roughed out bowl is
sitting in my curing cabinet. That’s immediate enough for me.
Even better if that block of wood was “Road Kill”... wood that I’ve harvested for
“free.” After we’ve been in the game awhile, finding road kill becomes second nature,
and that free wood just seems to find us. We’ve all seen the T-shirt, “Life’s Too Short
To Turn Crappy Wood.” It’s true…but I need to keep reminding myself of it because I
love the challenge of making something beautiful out of something that was destined
for the fire or the landfill. Sometimes I find myself trying to redeem some castaway
piece of wood and some of my really good stuff is going to waste. Sometimes it
works, often enough to keep me coming back to the weird looking pieces that no one
else wants to try.
By the way, you may notice that the reason you turn wood reflects from other areas of
your life. Redemption of Rejects…where does that come from? Oh yeah, Luelle and I
once helped found a church for recovering drug addicts, and I still help run a Foster
Care agency that specializes in kids no one wants. So trying to turn something great
from rejects comes naturally to me.

(continued)
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The President’s Page
(continued)
Were you like a kid in a candy store watching Jimmy Clewes at our recent demo or
one of his workshops? I was so fascinated, that I forgot to write down all the steps he
used to get those amazing finishes. I guess I thought I’d remember, or maybe I
thought that I could substitute my own ingredients or just figure it out later
or…. Anyway, it led to another of my reasons to turn: Happy Accidents. In the process of trying to duplicate the rim treatment without either the black lacquer or the
same gilding that Jimmy used, I developed some new finish treatments that are unique
and getting raves.
Happy accidents can happen to anyone. But they happen more if you’re a little unorganized, have a tendency to color outside the lines, and like the challenge of finding
another way, and look at things that don’t work out according to plan as a gift, aka design opportunity.
So that’s why I turn wood. Some of the reasons, anyway. Plus I love the smell of
freshly cut chips, especially Cherry. And the solitude in my shop late at night. How
about you? Why do you turn? Email me. We’ll make a bigger, more complete list
that might be helpful in explaining our addiction to family and friends.
Happy Turns,

Dave Robinson
CAT President
PS: Two of those reasons showed up today. Redemption of a leftover piece of wood that Charlie
Wortman gave me, and the happy accident
achieved while trying to duplicate Jimmy Clewes’ rim
treatment.
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Editor’s Bench
By David Roseman

T

his month’s meeting, December 18, will be the 2014 Annual
Membership Meeting. As previously announced in the November Newsletter and at the November meeting, the membership
will be asked to consider and vote on several amendments to the
Bylaws that the Board is recommending. To be adopted, the
amendments must be approved by a majority of those members in
attendance who are entitled to vote. For convenience, we have
reproduced the official Notice of Proposed Amendments to CAT
Bylaws on pages five and six. This Notice was published originally
in the November Newsletter.
Also, we will have our annual election of Officers and Directors for next year. The Notice of Annual CAT Membership Meeting and Proposed Slate of CAT Officers and Directors for 2015 originally appeared in the November Newsletter, and is reproduced
again in this issue on page seven. All terms of elected office in CAT are for one year,
and each year the Board proposes a slate of nominees for consideration by the members. Additional nominations may be made by members from the floor at the Annual
Meeting.
Six out of seven of the current Officers and Directors have agreed to be nominated as
candidates for the 2015 term. I will not be standing for re-election, so the Board is
looking for candidates to take on the position of Newsletter Editor. Anyone who is interested in serving should contact me or any other Board member. I will be happy to
help with transition. This will be my last issue as Newsletter Editor. It has been a privilege serving for 2014.
2015 CAT Anniversary Party - Be sure to mark your calendars for Saturday, January 10, 2015! The annual CAT Anniversary Party will again be held at Whitestone
Farm in Aldie, VA, from 5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Details will follow by email to the members. There will be no regular meeting in January.
Pam and I look forward to seeing many of you at this week’s meeting. If you are also
able to join us for dinner at Ruby Tuesdays in Leesburg beforehand, please do! We
start gathering there at about 4:45 p.m.

David Roseman
CAT Newsletter Editor
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Notice of Proposed Amendments to CAT Bylaws

P

ursuant to Article Fourteen of the Bylaws of The Catoctin Area Turners, notice is
hereby given that proposed amendments to the Bylaws will be submitted by the
Board of Directors to the CAT membership for discussion and a vote of approval at the
Annual Membership meeting scheduled for December 18, 2014.
The proposed amendments are recommended by the Board of Directors and are as
follows:
In Article Two, section 1 “Membership and Voting Rights” the following new, unnumbered paragraph is added:
Dual-Chapter Membership A dual-chapter member is a regular member or
family member (1) who is concurrently a member of an official sister chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners that offers reciprocal dual-chapter membership
to members of the corporation, (2) who declares such sister chapter to be his or her
primary chapter, and (3) who is current in the payment of full regular or family membership dues to such chapter comparable to the regular or family dues of the corporation.
Upon providing evidence of such qualifications satisfactory to the Treasurer, a dualchapter member shall be entitled to a discount on the regular or family member dues in
an amount to be set annually pursuant to Section 2 of this Article II.
In Article Two, section 1 “Membership and Voting Rights” the unnumbered paragraph
titled “Lifetime Membership” is amended by changing the last sentence thereof to read:
“Lifetime members shall pay no dues and shall be entitled to all privileges of membership on the same basis as regular members.”
In Article Two, section 1 “Membership and Voting Rights” the unnumbered paragraph
titled “Honorary Membership” is amended by changing the last sentence thereof to
read: “Honorary members shall pay no dues and shall be entitled to all privileges of
membership on the same basis as regular members.”
In Article Two, section 1 “Membership and Voting Rights” the unnumbered paragraph
titled “Sponsor Membership” is amended by changing the last sentence thereof to
read: “Sponsor members shall be entitled to all privileges of membership on the same
basis as regular members.”
In Article Two, section 2 “Dues and Fees” the first sentence thereof is changed to read:
“The Board of Directors shall annually propose the rates of dues to be charged to regular and family members, and the rate of discount on dues to be charged to dualchapter members, which rates shall be approved by the membership.”
(continued)
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Notice of Proposed Amendments to CAT Bylaws
(continued from preceding page)
In Article Three, section 3 “Meetings” there is added the following as the last sentence
thereof: “Regular meetings of the Board of Directors may be conducted by any means
of communication by which all directors participating may simultaneously hear each
other during the meeting, including by telephone conference call or by video conferencing.”
In Article Three, section 4 ”Special Meetings” there is added the following sentence
immediately following the first sentence thereof: “Special meetings of the Board of Directors may be conducted by any means of communication by which all directors participating may simultaneously hear each other during the meeting, including by telephone conference call or by video conferencing.”
In Article Three, section 7 “Board Decisions” there is added the following as the last
sentence thereof: “Action by the Board of Directors may be taken by unanimous written consent in lieu of a regular or special meeting of the Board if each director signs a
consent describing the action to be taken and delivers it to the corporation. Such action shall be effective when the last director signs the consent, unless the consent
specifies a different effective date, in which event the action taken is effective as of the
date specified therein provided the consent states the date of execution by each director. For purposes of this Section 7, a written consent and the signing thereof may be
accomplished by one or more electronic transmissions.”
Article Nine “Seal” is changed to read in its entirety: “The Board of Directors may, by
resolution, designate such form of corporate seal as it may from time to time specify.”

*****
Further note from the CAT Board: For the above proposed amendments to the
Bylaws to be adopted, they must be approved by an affirmative vote of a majority of
those CAT members entitled to vote who are present at the membership meeting. The
Board looks forward to a good turnout at the December 18, 2014 CAT meeting to consider the proposed amendments.
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Notice of Annual CAT Membership Meeting
And Proposed Slate of CAT Officers
and Directors For 2015

P

ursuant to Article Eight, section 1 of the CAT Bylaws, the election of
CAT officers and directors for 2015 will occur at the Annual Membership Meeting, which will be held this year on December 18, 2014. As provided in the Bylaws, the CAT Board of Directors has proposed the following slate of candidates for consideration by the membership. Additional
candidates may be nominated at the meeting.
President and Chairman of the Board: David Robinson
Vice President and Vice Chairman of the Board: Robert Parson
Secretary and Member of the Board: Mark Kaplan
Treasurer and Member of the Board: Dennis McCormick
Operations Director and Member of the Board: Charlie Wortman
Program Director and Member of the Board: Ken Poirier
Newsletter Editor and Member of the Board: (Candidate to be determined)
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A Thanksgiving Season Treat with Jimmy Clewes
by Ken Poirier

C

AT was fortunate to partner with our neighboring club, the Apple Valley
Woodturners in Winchester, and have Jimmy Clewes as our featured demonstrator on November 13, 2014. In addition, CAT was able to offer three days of hands-on
workshops with Jimmy as well. Jimmy is perhaps one of the most talented, affable and
approachable wood turners in America today. In addition to being a gifted technical
turner, he is an excellent and entertaining teacher of the craft. At our monthly meeting,
Jimmy demonstrated how to turn and dye his signature colored-rim curly maple platter.
Here is a brief description of his technique and presentation.
The basic ogee shape of this project is the same for several of Jimmy’s other projects
that were turned at the
hands-on workshops. Those
projects will be summarized
in an article to be published
at a later date.
BACKGROUND
Jimmy was born and raised
in Newcastle-on-Tyne in
northeast England before
moving to Las Vegas several years ago. Now a naturalized US citizen, Jimmy
has a turning studio
equipped to provide personal instruction for up to four
individuals. www.jimmyclewes.com.
Jimmy began his demonstration for CAT describing his early years studying woodworking in a technical school, and how he found himself selling wood turning tools and
accessories and learning to turn. A self-taught turner, he was quick to point out that
there are many ways to accomplish what he does and that “his way” is not the only
way to accomplish the end product. He encourages wood turners of all abilities to love
the art and aspire to a skill level to which one is comfortable with, however, to be constantly challenging our technical skills. After all, we are not all aspiring to a professional wood turning career, but rather aspiring to personal satisfaction and accomplishment in the projects we create. In short, have fun.
Jimmy uses only a few tools in his turnings. His bowl gouges of choice are his signature Doug Thompson V-flute tools with a specially ground deep flute in 3/8” and 1/2”
8

Jimmy Clewes (continued)
sizes, ground at a 60 degree angle with a swept back or fingernail grind. In addition, a

traditional or English grind 3/8” bowl gouge with a micro bevel is used to complete the
bottom cut on exterior coves and interior dished profiles. Aside from a few spindle
gouges and a modified parting tool (ground to the angle of your dovetail jaws) you can
complete the shape of the ogee platter. Jimmy recommends using sharp tools firmly
anchored against your hip and turning at the fastest speed you are comfortable with to
obtain the best finish cut. Jimmy turned the project at the Powermatic’s highest speed
which was about 2500-2800 rpm once the blank was balanced.
MATERIAL
Figured curly maple in 8/4 stock is the preferred species and size for this project. The
wider the platter, the more of the dyed rim that can be highlighted in the final presentation. We provided Jimmy with a highly-figured curly red maple blank about 2 ¾” thick
by 14 inches round. Jimmy thinks the best looking proportions of this blank work best
at about 2 inches of thickness. The extra thickness of this blank ended up as chips on
the floor. After determining the best face and finding the center of the blank, drill a hole
for the appropriate size of your chuck screw (5/16” for Nova and 3/8” for Oneway
screws) into what will become the top surface of the platter. Securely mount the blank
to the screw and true the outer rim, face the bottom and if necessary face the top
(chuck screw side).
SHAPING THE OUTSIDE OF THE PLATTER
Now, the lathe speed can be turned up – remember according to Jimmy, “the world’s
most dangerous turner” as some have derogatorily called him, this is actually safer
than turning at a slower speed and will result in the best cut with the least amount of
tear out. Remove some of the waste on the bottom corner of the blank and establish
the size and location of your bottom tenon, which ultimately will serve as the foot of the
bowl. Jimmy recommends using dovetail jaws and sizing the expansion part of the tenon (the recess that will be gripped by the jaws) as close as possible to the size of your
jaws when completely closed. Using dividers, scribe with the right leg and sight the
alignment with the left leg (don’t let the left leg touch or the dividers will fly out). Cut
the recess about 3/16”-1/8” deep with a parting tool and remove the remaining material
with a bowl gouge slightly hollowing towards the center of the piece. Using the modified parting tool, cut the dovetail profile to accept the expanded dovetail jaws. Next,
establish the width of the bottom rim. The diameters of the platter and expansion tenon
will determine the best proportion for this measurement. Delineate the outer perimeter
of the bottom rim (the outside of the tenon) with a parting tool, leaving the demarcation
slightly higher than the depth of the dovetail recess. This will provide addition support
for the dovetail jaws when expanded and prevent shearing off the bottom rim from the
platter.
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Jimmy Clewes (continued)
The final shape of the rim or tenon will resemble a thin, flattened bagel about 1/8” thick
with a dovetailed profile on the inner perimeter, sitting on the bottom of the platter.
Jimmy used the standard #2 dovetail jaws on a Vicmarc chuck. If you have serrated
jaw on your chuck you will need to cut a compression tenon deep enough to accommodate your jaws, and then either jam or vacuum chuck your piece to finish the bottom after the completion of the top of the platter.
Establish the ogee on the outside of the platter by dividing and marking the outside of
the platter into thirds from the outside of the bottom rim to the edge of the platter. Find
the mark two-thirds in from the platter edge. Divide this section in half and cut a cove
at this half point from the edge of the platter to the two-third mark with your bowl
gouge. Cut a bowl shape from the outside of the tenon rim to the edge of the cove
blending both cuts into each other. There should be no flat spots along this sigmoidal,
smooth flowing ogee profile. Finish cut the outer surface with either a draw (shear) or a
push cut with a freshly sharpened bowl gouge from the center outwards to the platter
edge. Don’t worry about your platter rim thickness at this point as it is best to leave it a
little thick especially if you are starting with a blank thicker than 2”. It is more important
to establish a clean flowing, aesthetically pleasing ogee.
Finish the outside of the bowl by first raising the grain with denatured alcohol or water.
When dry power sand without skipping a grit with 120, 180, 220, 280, 320, 400 and
600 grit paper. Seal the surface with a mixture of 50/50 sanding seal and denatured
alcohol until the mixture stops soaking into the wood. Once dry use a white woven
sanding pad (Scotch Brite) to cut back the shellac on the surface. Finish coat with natural Watco Danish Oil.
SHAPING AND DYEING THE TOP OF THE PLATTER
Reverse the platter and hold in the dovetail jaws of the chuck. Face the surface and
remove any excess material, if any, from the top of the platter. Remember that the
best aesthetic for this piece is at 2” thick. Divide the top surface into thirds establishing
the rim width at about the one-third mark. Establish an ogee curve on the rim in the
same fashion as was done on the outside of the platter by dividing the rim into thirds,
establishing a slight cove on the inner two-thirds of the rim and blending a curve into
the cove from the outer third of the platter rim. Do not hollow the platter at this point.
Raise the grain and sand through the grits as described above. At this point spray with
copious amounts of denatured alcohol to open up the pores of the wood and raise the
grain one last time.
Now it’s time to apply your colors. Jimmy uses alcohol based stains. There are many
of these types available on the market today, but he prefers using Chestnut Stains
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Jimmy Clewes (continued)
because of their lightfastness, vibrant appearance and binding properties. They are
now available in the USA from WoodWorld of Texas (woodworld-oftexas.myshopify.com/products/chestnut-spirit-stains ).
Typically, Jimmy uses three and at most four colors. Always, start with your darkest
color in your palette followed by a secondary, less intense, color or a totally contrasting
color and finally your accent color(s). While still mounted on the lathe, rotate the platter
by hand and apply your darkest color making sure the entire surface on the rim and in
particular the tiger stripe of the curly figure is completely saturated. Once dry cut the
rim surface back with 320 grit sandpaper to remove most of the color from the long
grain (non-figured) surface. The short grain (figure) will retain more dye and appear
saturated after sanding. Sand again to 400 grit and after removing the surface dust apply your second color which can be a lighter complementary color or a contrasting color. Sand with 600 grit paper. If you are satisfied with the appearance you can stop
here or if you wish, highlight the short or the long grain with a third color. Dapple, don’t
rub or streak the third color onto the surface. Once satisfied with the appearance, lightly mist with a spray of denatured alcohol. Let the colors diffuse and bleed into each
other. Once dry lightly sand with 600 or 800 grit paper to remove any raised grain.
Spray several light coats of gloss lacquer on the rim, letting each coat dry for 20 to 30
minutes. Smooth the surface with 800-grit wet/dry paper followed by 1,000-grit and finally 1,500-grit. For a glasslike finish, wait several days (this can be done after the
bowl is completed and off the lathe) for the lacquer to completely cure and buff the
piece using first a coat of auto rubbing compound, followed by a coat of auto polishing
compound and finally using liquid car polish such as Turtle Wax Hard Shell Wax. Do
not use all-in-one polishes that contain petroleum based cleaners or abrasives. Only a
100% wax product is recommended here. A description of Jimmy’s dyeing technique is
detailed more fully and pictorially in a Fine Woodworking article (March/April 2011;
www.finewoodworking.com/membership/fwnpdf/011218092.pdf).
FINISHING THE PLATTER

The inside of the platter still needs to be finished. Now use simple bowl techniques to
hollow the interior of the platter. Using the ½” bowl gouge dish the platter and create a
slight undercut at the rim. This contributes to the visual and tactile aesthetic of the platter by pulling the eye and fingers from the pleasant feeling and visually attractive rim
right around the confluence of the rim and negative space of the bowl. Finish cut with a
sharp bowl gouge. Jimmy prefers the 3/8” gouge with the swept back grind for this cut
until the bevel starts to crush the fibers. He switches to the 3/8” traditional gouge with
the micro bevel to pick up the cut and finish cut to the bottom of the hollow. When satisfied with the shape and finish of the inside of the platter, sand through the grits (120
to 600) as above, seal with the 50/50 sanding seal mixture, cut back the shellac and
finish with Danish Oil.
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Jimmy Clewes (continued)
Finally, using a black Sharpie, “paint” the outer edge of the rim to cover any over staining and to create a frame to visually separate the dyed rim from the unfinished outer
surface of the platter. If desired, you can apply the same treatment where the rim transitions into the interior hollow. The platter is now complete.
I hope that you have an opportunity to try this project at home. At the very least try the
ogee form on some platters at home. They don’t necessarily need to be figured curly
maple, and you can skip dealing with the messy dyes. Jimmy will be finishing the
demonstration piece that he started at our meeting back in his own studio. Hopefully
we will have it back in residence to display at a meeting in the near future.

Ken Poirier
CAT Program Director
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Pics from the Jimmy Clewes Workshops
Photos by Charlie Wortman
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More Pics from the Clewes Workshops
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More Pics from the Clewes Workshops
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More Pics from the Clewes Workshops
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More Pics from the Clewes Workshops
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A Special Thanks

C

AT would like to give special recognition to Woodcraft of Leesburg
and Dunlap Woodcrafts for providing us the materials needed to conduct the Jimmy Clewes demonstration and workshops.
Lee Hanson of Woodcraft of Leesburg provided us with necessary consumables for the workshops. Daniel Medina of Dunlap Woodcrafts provided us with some extraordinary lumber in hard-to-find thicknesses and
widths, all at an exceptional price. Moreover, he literally moved tons of
wood to get to some extra-wide ash that he then spent several hours culling and dimensioning for us. Thanks are also due to Daniel for the extraspecial, wide and figured curly maple that we were able to make available
to Jimmy for his demonstration.

Without the exceptional service and discounts these merchants provided
to CAT, we would never have been able to provide the low cost of participation in Jimmy’s workshops. So please, the next time you visit Woodcraft of Leesburg and Dunlap Woodcrafts, thank them for the support they
have given to CAT. Remember also that they offer special discounts to
you just for being a CAT member (see our CAT Member Discounts on
page 37 of this Newsletter for details). So please, patronize these merchants!

Ken Poirier
CAT Program Director
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Show and Tell - November Meeting
All Show and Tell Photos by Jeter Benbow

Bowl - Cherry
Juan Gill

Natural Edge Base - Bradford Pear
Juan Gil

Oyster Box - Curly Maple
Juan Gil
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Walnut Bowl
Roy Aber

Shallow Dish - Cherry
Begun by Ashley Harwood
at October Demonstration
Turned to Finish by Charlie
Wortman

Bowl - Hackberry
Scott Synnott
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Natural Edge Bowl
Cherry
Scott Synnott

Platter - American Elm
Paul Lion

Calabash Bowls - Ash
Turned Wet
Ken Poirier
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Desk Pen and Holder - Cherry
Scott Schlosser

Pendant - Maple - Dye and
Friction Polish - Roy Aber

Natural Edge Bowl - Ash
Wet turned
Ken Poirier

“Turner’s Breakfast”
Cherry, Walnut, Maple,
Osage Orange
Ken Poirier
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Birdhouse Ornaments
(Bob Rosand-style)
Color Wood
Ken Poirier

Walnut Candleholder
Small Sycamore Bowl
Randy Moldenhauer

“Three’s Company”
Cherry, Maple & Walnut
Ken Poirier
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Square Lidded Box - Cherry
Harriett Maloney

Tool Handle
Larry Williams

Bowl with Small Bead
Spalted Ambrosia Maple
Charlie Wortman
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Clam Shell Box - Maple
Dave Robinson

Shallow Bowl - White Oak
Turned Wet to Finish
Dave Robinson

Lidded Box - Maple
Dave Robinson
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Shallow Bowl
White Oak
Turned wet-to-finish
Dave Robinson

Square Lidded Box
Maple
Dave Robinson

Natural Edge Vase
Cherry
Larry Williams
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More Show and Tell - November Meeting

Natural Edge Vase
Cherry
Larry Williams

Bowl - Ambrosia Maple
Jim Schubert

Vase - “Round Hill
Sic-O-More”
and
Five Bowls - Cherry
Herb Witenstein
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Upcoming CAT Meeting Demos
And Miscellaneous Events 2014-15
Editor’s Note: This is not intended to be a complete calendar of activities, and is tentative and subject to change. Guest demonstrators for CAT meetings may also be conducting workshops. Dates and sign-up details to be announced.

Dec 18

CAT Annual Membership Meeting, including election of officers for 2015
The featured demonstrator will be Ken Poirier, his topic “Gilt Trip.”

Jan 10

CAT Anniversary Party at Whitestone Farm. 5:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Show and Tell at 5:00, Dinner at 6:00. (No regular meeting in January).

Jan 30-31

2015 Tennessee Assoc. of Woodturners Symposium, Franklin, TN
2015 TAW Symposium

Feb 19

CAT Meeting and sharpening demonstration with Doug Thompson of
Thompson Tools.

Mar 19

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA)

Apr 16

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA)

May 14-16

2015 Utah Woodturning Symposium, Provo, UT

May 21

CAT Meeting and demonstration with Alan Lacer. (Workshops TBA)

Jun 18

CAT Meeting and demonstration with Andy Cole. (Workshops TBA)

Jun 25-28

2015 AAW International Woodturning Symposium, Pittsburgh, PA

Jul 16

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA). The 2015 CAT Picnic will likely be
planned for July or August.

Aug 20

CAT Meeting and demo with Stuart Batty (tentative) (Workshops TBA)

Sep 17

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA)

Oct 15

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA)

Nov 19

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA)

Dec 17

CAT Meeting (Activities TBA)
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Odds and Ends
CAT to Launch New Website Soon!
A new Catoctin Area Turners website is on its way with automation, event listings, a gallery for Show and Sell items, a section for archived newsletters, forms
to join the club or contact the officers, clickable buttons to pay annual dues or
to donate to CAT, and much more.
As you may remember, CAT has hired Gallop Web Services to help us redesign
our website. Juan Gil has stepped down as our Club Vice President and Group
Buy Coordinator, but has stepped up to focus his attention on launching the
new website!
Right now, the website is a work in progress, so please be patient as it comes
together. If you have ideas for making it better, do not hesitate to drop Juan a
brief note with your suggestions. This website is one that we want you to be
very proud of, and one that reflects a club that is exciting, thriving and growing.

Plan Now to Attend CAT’s 2015 Anniversary Party
January 10, 2015
On January 10, 2015, we will gather again at beautiful Whitestone Farm in Aldie,
VA for our annual Anniversary Party. The event will run from 5:00 p.m. to 8:30
p.m., with appetizers and beverages starting at 5:00 and dinner at 6:00. There
will be Show and Tell tables, so members are invited to bring pieces to display,
either previously shown or newly turned!
Beverages and the main meat dish will be provided by CAT, while members will
be asked to bring side dishes or dessert. Please watch for details and directions via email.

This is always a wonderful time for our members and their families. CAT is
grateful to club member Mark Dufell, the Farm’s Managing Director, and George
Lemm, the Farm’s owner, for making this facility available to us again this season.
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More Odds and Ends
CAT Membership Email Communications
No doubt about it: Email matters! As frustrating as it can be at times, few
of us could do without our personal email for quick and efficient communication. When new members join CAT, they are asked for their contact information, including an email address. CAT officers use the member
email list as a way to communicate with the membership in between
meetings and monthly issues of the Newsletter. If your email address has
changed, please be sure to let the Treasurer know. CAT respects the privacy of its members and does not share member contact information with
other organizations. Also, only the Officers have the necessary permissions at CAT’s email server to originate or authorize mail messages to the
membership email list. The goal is to maintain and use the list only for
CAT business, and occasionally other woodturning-related matters of
broad interest to the members.

Member Activities - CAT Member News Coordinator
As CAT continues to grow (we are currently over 75 and counting), more
and more members are participating in craft shows, exhibiting at galleries,
and promoting their work online through personal and public websites.
Members are also accepting invitations to give demonstrations at other
clubs, symposia and various public and private events. Some are teaching or have recently taught classes at Woodcraft, John C. Campbell Folk
School and more. These activities may not be ones that CAT is participating in as a club, but they are certainly newsworthy and of interest to other
members. The Officers are considering creating a new volunteer position
to be called “CAT Member News Coordinator.” The Member News Coordinator would serve as a clearinghouse, collecting news submitted to him
or her and reporting it monthly to the Newsletter Editor for publication in a
new section called “Member Activities and Announcements.” If you are
interested in possibly taking on this role, please get in touch with one of
the Officers. In the meantime, members with news and activities of general interest should feel free to submit them directly to the Newsletter
Editor at newsletter@catoctinareaturners.org or to the President at
president@catoctinareaturners.org.
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More Odds and Ends
Thursday Night Turning (TNT)
Where:
The Blue Ridge Turnery
16629 Evening Star, Round Hill, VA 20141
When:

Most Thursdays except CAT Meeting nights
7-10 p.m. Watch for emails
For more information, you may also contact Dave Robinson at:
president@catoctinareaturners.org
**************

“You Gotta’ Eat” Monthly Lunch Get-Togethers
Watch for emails, as the dates and venues change!
“CAT East” Lunches

“CAT West” Lunches

Some Tuesdays

Some Thursdays

Time: 12:00 Noon

Time: 12:00 Noon

The CAT East Lunch at Plaza Azteca on December 2, 2014
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Monthly Meeting
Next regular meeting: Thurs, December 18, 2014, 6:30 pm
Location: Leesburg Volunteer Fire Company
215 W. Loudoun Street, Leesburg, VA

Our December Demonstrator:
Ken Poirier
“Gilt Trip”
Thursday, December 18, 2014

Leesburg Volunteer
Fire Company
215 W. Loudoun Street,
Leesburg, VA

Entrance is on the west side/right
side of the building.
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MEMBERSHIP DUES FOR 2015 ARE DUE

.

The New Year is almost upon us! Please pay your CAT membership dues for 2015 at
or before the February 2015 meeting. There are three convenient ways to pay: (1) in
person at a meeting (2) by PayPal sent to djm@smartneighborhood.net, or (3) by
check payable to Catoctin Area Turners, mailed to our Treasurer, Dennis McCormick,
43665 Jernigan Terrace, Lansdowne, VA 20176
Individuals: $30

Family: $45

2014 CAT Officers
President
Dave Robinson
president@catoctinareaturners.org

Vice President
Bob Parson
vp@catoctinareaturners.org

Secretary
Mark Kaplan
secretary@catoctinareaturners.org

Operations Director
Charlie Wortman
ops@catoctinareaturners.org

Treasurer
Dennis McCormick
treasurer@catoctinareaturners.org

Program Director
Ken Poirier
programs@catoctinareaturners.org

Newsletter Editor
David Roseman
newsletter@catoctinareaturners.org

Additional Volunteers
Roy Aber

Raffle Tickets
Lending Library
Equipment Listing
Gallery Photos
Group Buys
Newsletter Proofreader
Mentor Coordinator
Rep to VA Woodturners Inc.
Rep to VA Woodturners Inc.

Burgan Pugh
Juan Gil
Jeter Benbow
Chris Lieberman
Tom Boley
Dale Bright
(Pending appointment)
Bob Parson

CAT is an official chapter of the
American Association of Woodturners (AAW)
To voice a suggestion or concern, or to submit an article or
video to the AAW, you are invited to contact CAT member
Denis L. Delehanty. Denis is a member of the Board of Directors of the AAW for 2014-2016. His AAW email address is:
denis@woodturner.org
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Group Buy Report
By Chris Liebermann

Group Buy Update for December 2014
Oneway Group Buy
The November Oneway group buy will be available for pick up at
the December meeting.
Jimmy Clewes and Doug Thompson Group Buys
At the December meeting, we will be taking orders to purchase the
Jimmy Clewes Quick Release Tool Ferrules that he used at the November demonstration and workshops. We will also be taking orders for Doug Thompson's turning tools and handles
(www.thompsonlathetools.com). Doug makes some of the finest
lathe tools on the market.
Details will be distributed to the CAT membership prior to the December 18th meeting.
As always, we have in inventory Ruth Niles bottle stoppers at $5
each, CA glue thin and medium for $5, accelerator for $6 and fiveminute epoxy for $6.

Chris Liebermann
CAT Group Buy Coordinator
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Lathe & Equipment Listings

J

uan Gil maintains a listing of what lathes members own as a reference source for
other members who might be considering a purchase of a new (or additional)
lathe. Juan has added some additional information to this listing to also include some
specialized tooling or other items of interest to members:
1.Hollowing systems
2.Coring systems
3.Favorite turning tool
4.Favorite homemade tool
5.What model bandsaw
6.What models of chainsaws
7.Favorite web site related to woodturning
There will be a copy of the current listing of member lathes at the next CAT meeting,
and Juan will have some sign-up sheets to submit this additional information.

Equipment Manager
Juan Gil
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CAT’s Mentoring Program
It’s Not Just For New Turners!

O

ur Mentoring Coordinator, Dale Bright, is looking for volunteers to be mentors
for our CAT Mentoring Program. Dale would also like to hear from members

interested in pairing up with a mentor in any of the areas of interest listed below, or
simply for general turning skills enhancement. CAT has an enormous pool of turning

talent in its membership. Whatever your level of turning experience, working with a
mentor can be a wonderful way to explore new techniques and try out specialized
turning tools and equipment. Working as a mentor is rewarding in itself, and often
leads to enduring friendships!
Sign-up forms for those who are willing to serve as a mentor or who would like to be
matched up with one will be available at the next regular meeting. You may also contact Dale Bright via email at mentoring@catoctinareaturners.org. Please include your
name, address, phone number and email address, and indicate your level of experience as Beginner, Intermediate, or Experienced when requesting a mentor.
We will try to match interested individuals with someone who lives “reasonably close”
whenever possible. Here are some of the areas of interest identified so far, but feel
free to mention others!
Areas of Interest for Mentoring
Functional turning

Ornaments and small items

Artistic turning

Pens, Pencils and Pendants

Bowls

Lidded Boxes

Natural Edge Bowls

Segmented turning

Square Bowls

Spindle turning

Hollow forms

Turning/Chasing Threads
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CAT Member Discounts

Woodcraft of Leesburg
Leesburg Plaza
512 E. Market
Leesburg, VA 20176
Phone: (703) 737-7880
Fax: (703) 737-6166
leesburg@woodcraft.com
Store Website
CAT members get a 10% discount
Thursday through Sunday of each
monthly meeting week!

Dunlap Woodcrafts
Near the Dulles Expo Center
14600F Flint Lee Road, Chantilly, VA 20151
Tel (703) 631-5147 Fax. (703) 631-7103 www.dunlap-woodcrafts.com
Discounts are available to CAT members
Purchase $100 and receive a 10% discount
Purchase $250 and receive a 15% discount
Purchase $500 and receive a 20% discount
Give them a call prior to making the trip to be sure they are open.

Exotic Lumber, Inc.
Located at 329 E. 2nd St., Frederick, MD 21701, they have a great showroom,
friendly staff and a wide selection of exotic and domestic hardwoods.
Tel (301) 695-1271 www.exoticlumberinc.com
CAT members receive a 10% discount on all turning related items and lumber
purchases. Some specialty items and items already on sale, such as bundled
lumber packages, are excluded from this discount.
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Woodturning Classes
Leesburg Woodcraft Woodturning Workshops
Schedule through April 2015
Dec 18
Dec 20
Dec 21
Jan 4
Jan 23
Jan 24
Jan 27
Jan 28
Feb 1
Feb 20
Mar 1
Mar 6
Mar 13
Mar 20
Mar 21
Mar 26
Apr 1
Apr 18
Apr 19
Apr 24

Beginning Pen Turning
Bowl Turning
Segmented and Inlay Pen Blanks
Introduction to the Lathe
Beginning Pen Turning
Turning Natural Edge Bowls
Turn a Pepper Mill
Turn a Pepper Mill
Introduction to the Lathe
Beginning Pen Turning
Introduction to the Lathe
Basic Segmented Turning
Turning a Ball
Basic Segmented Turning
Bowl Turning
Beginning Pen Turning
Turn a Pepper Mill
Turning Natural Edge Bowls
Introduction to the Lathe
Beginning Pen Turning

Please Reconfirm Classes and Dates at the Leesburg Woodcraft Website
www.woodcraft.com
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